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Smith & Nephew, Inc.
IPR of U.S. Pat. 7,534,263
Petitioner Smith & Nephew, Inc. (“Petitioner” or “Smith & Nephew”)
hereby requests inter partes review in accordance with 35 U.S.C. §§ 311-319 and
37 C.F.R. § 42.100 et seq. of claims 1-3, 6-28, 31-34, and 36-49 of U.S. Pat.
7,534,263 (“the ’263 patent”) which issued on May 19, 2009, and is purportedly
owned by ConforMIS, Inc. (“Patent Owner” or “ConforMIS”).
I. MANDATORY NOTICES UNDER 37 C.F.R. § 42.8(A)(1)
The following mandatory notices are provided as part of this Petition.
A.

Real Party-In-Interest Under 37 C.F.R. § 42.8(b)(1)
Smith & Nephew is the real party-in-interest. Smith & Nephew is a wholly

owned subsidiary of Smith & Nephew plc, which is publicly traded on the London
Stock Exchange.
B.

Related Matters Under 37 C.F.R. 42.8(b)(2)
ConforMIS asserted the ’263 patent against Smith & Nephew in co-pending

litigation captioned ConforMIS, Inc. v. Smith & Nephew, Inc., No. 1:16-cv-10420IT (D. Mass. filed February 29, 2016); and served on March 1, 2016. Petitioner
filed petitions requesting inter partes review of related ConforMIS patents: U.S.
Patent Nos. 9,055,953 (IPR2016-01874); 9,216,025 (IPR 2017-00115 and 201700307); 8,377,129 (IPR2017-00372); 8,551,169 (IPR2017-00373); 9,295,482
(IPR2017-00487 and 2017-00488); and 7,981,158 (IPR2017-00510 and IPR2017-

1

Smith & Nephew, Inc.
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00511). Petitioner is filing another petition, challenging the same claims of the
’263 patent, concurrently herewith based on different prior art.
C.

Lead and Back-up Counsel Under 37 C.F.R. § 42.8(b)(3)
Smith & Nephew provides the following designation of counsel, all of

whom are included in Customer No. 20,995 identified in Smith & Nephew’s
Power of Attorney.

Lead Counsel
Christy G. Lea (Reg. No. 51,754)
2cgl@knobbe.com
Postal and Hand-Delivery Address:
Knobbe, Martens, Olson, & Bear, LLP
2040 Main St., 14th Fl.
Irvine, CA 92614
Telephone: (949) 760-0404
Facsimile: (949) 760-9502

Backup Counsel
Joseph R. Re (Reg. No. 31,291)
2jrr@knobbe.com
Postal and Hand-Delivery Address:
Knobbe, Martens, Olson, & Bear, LLP
2040 Main St., 14th Fl.
Irvine, CA 92614
Telephone: (949) 760-0404
Facsimile: (949) 760-9502
Colin B. Heideman (Reg. No. 61,513)
2cbh@knobbe.com
Postal and Hand-Delivery Address:
Knobbe, Martens, Olson, & Bear, LLP
925 Fourth Ave., Suite 2500
Seattle, WA 98104
Telephone: (206) 405-2000
Facsimile: (206) 405-2001

D.

Service Information Under 37 C.F.R. §42.8(b)(4)
Please address all correspondence to the address above. Petitioner also

consents to electronic service by email to: BoxSMNPHL.168LP1-2@knobbe.com.
2
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E.

Grounds For Standing Under 37 C.F.R. § 42.104(a)
Petitioner certifies that the ’263 patent is available for inter partes review

and that Petitioner is not barred or estopped from requesting an inter partes review
challenging the patent claims on the grounds identified in this petition. This
petition is being filed within one year of service of the original complaint in the
district court litigation.
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II. SUMMARY OF ISSUE PRESENTED
The only independent claim challenged in this petition recites a method of
making a surgical tool comprising the well-known steps of: (1) identifying a joint’s
cartilage surface from images; and (2) providing a tool having (a) a surface that is
substantially a negative of the joint’s cartilage surface and (b) a guide (e.g., hole,
surface, slot, etc.) positioned based on the image data so that it directs changes
(e.g., cuts, drill holes, etc.) to ensure a desired orientation of an implant.
Dependent claims include trivial variations relating to additional conventional
components, the types of imaging, and the orientation of the guides. Figure 4B of
the ’263 patent, reproduced below1, shows the purportedly inventive tool.

1

For clarity, the diagrams are colored and annotated.
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There was nothing inventive about such a method at the time of the ’263
patent’s earliest possible priority date of March, 2002. By the 1990s, methods of
making surgical tools having patient-specific surfaces (e.g., a surface that is
customized based on image data to match a particular patient’s joint) and guides
for guiding saws and/or drills were widely known and described in numerous
prior-art references.
The Schuster references relied on in this petition show just one example of
such a method. Schuster I, a European patent publication, and Schuster II, a U.S.
patent with very similar disclosure, both disclose methods of making patientspecific surgical tools for preparing a knee to receive an implant. As the Figures
from Schuster II (shown below) demonstrate, Schuster I & II disclose patientspecific tools (“implantation aids”) having patient-specific surfaces that were
customized based on CT and/or MRI data such that the patient-specific surfaces
were substantially a negative of diseased or damaged cartilage surfaces of the joint:

5
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As shown above, the tools also include guides (e.g., slots) for guiding a
surgical saw. The cuts result in resected bones onto which implant components
(red) can be seated, as shown below:

6
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As described in more detail herein, many other references also disclosed methods
of making patient-specific tools with guides.

The dependent claims recite

conventional, well-known features. ConforMIS’s claims should have never issued
and should be canceled.
III. INTRODUCTION & STATE OF THE ART
A.

Knee Joint Anatomy
The knee joint includes the femur (thigh bone), the tibia (shin bone), and the

patella (knee cap):

1102 ¶36. In a healthy knee, the lower end of the femur and the upper end of the
tibia are covered by articular cartilage, which provides a low-friction surface that
facilitates rotation and absorbs shock. Id.
7
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B.

Knee Replacement Procedures
When articular cartilage has been damaged by disease such as osteoarthritis,

a surgeon can replace portions of the knee with artificial components. Id. ¶39.
Such surgery, referred to as “knee arthroplasty,” was known for decades before
ConforMIS filed the ’263 patent. Id. ¶34-35, 39.
During knee arthroplasty, a surgeon prepares a patient’s bone to receive an
implant. Id. ¶¶39-42. During the preparation, the surgeon typically removes a
portion of the bone and shapes it to receive the implant. Id. The image below
shows the end of a femur prepared in a typical manner, with flat bone surfaces for
seating an implant component and holes for receiving pegs on the implant. Id.

Ex. 1011, Fig. 17.
To help ensure that the cuts and drill holes are made accurately—and thus
the implant component is implanted in the proper orientation—a surgeon typically
8
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uses cutting guides with holes, slots, or surfaces that guide the surgeon’s tools as
the surgeon cuts (resects) the bone or drills holes into bone. Ex. 1102 ¶41.
C.

Using Imaging to Create Patient-Specific Guides
1.

Using Imaging to Create Patient-Specific Tools with
Guides Was Well-Known

In the 1990s, it was widely known that patient-specific tools (sometimes
referred to as “blocks” or “cutting guides”) with guides could be created based on
MRI and/or CT data regarding the shape of a patient’s knee joint. Ex. 1102 ¶¶4957. For example, Radermacher (1993) described using MRI and/or CT data to
create an “individual template” for guiding surgical tools during surgery. Ex. 1003
at 10, 12. Radermacher’s template 4 had patient-specific contact faces 1 (yellow)
that could be set on the surface of a femur 17, a bore axis 8 drilled, and cuts made
along cutting planes 20a-d, resulting in a resected bone (Fig. 13b) onto which an
implant (Fig. 13d) could be seated:

9
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Id. at 30.
Swaelens (1995) disclosed obtaining MRI images of a patient’s knee joint,
creating a digital model, adding cutting slots or drill holes, and then using the
digital model to make a device that “can be placed as a template on the bone of the
patient 1 during surgery and which fits perfectly to it.” Ex. 1007, 6:24-29, 9:1-13,
10:23-30. Swaelens’s tool included a patient-specific surface (yellow) and a saw
guide 10. Id., 13:17-25, Fig. 6.

10
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Schuster I and II (2000), the primary references relied on herein, also
described using CT or MRI data to make tools (“implantation aids”) having
patient-specific surfaces. Ex. 1008, 2:59-64, 3:50-57; Ex. 1046 ¶¶[0008], [0011].
The tools included guides for guiding a saw. Ex.1008, 3:50-4:5, 4:35-38, Fig. 2;
Ex. 1046 ¶[0011].

Numerous other references described tools having patient-specific surfaces.
Hemmy (1992) disclosed using CT or MRI to make a patient-specific tool that
11
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matched a patient’s bone and included a tool guide for a saw. Ex. 1009, 2:11-55,
2:68-3:2, 5:59-6:45, 7:8-32. Vomlehn (1999) disclosed using CT or MRI data to
create a patient-specific device 30 “having a mating surface 34, designed to fit
flush against the surface” of the bone. Ex. 1010 ¶¶[0028], [0035].

Carignan (filed 2000) disclosed making a tool (template 300) that includes a
patient-specific surface 302 and guides 306. Ex. 1006, 7:53-8:41. The patientspecific surface matched the subchondral bone, i.e., the bone underlying the
cartilage. Id., 8:15-20.

12
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As illustrated by the references above, using imaging to create patient-specific
tools with guides was well-known. Ex. 1102 ¶49-57.
2.

Using Imaging to Determine the Contour of Joint
Surfaces Was Well-Known

It was well-known by 2002 that the contour of a patient’s cartilage surface
could be determined using MRI and CT. The ’263 patent admits that the process
claimed therein relies on “conventional” methods of x-ray, ultrasound, CT, and
MRI that are “within the skill of the art” and are “explained fully in the literature”
to determine the joint surface contours. Ex. 1001, 3:52-4:3.
The prior art confirms that this was well-known.

Alexander (2000)

recognized that “a number of internal imaging techniques known in the art are
useful for electronically generating a cartilage image[,]” including MRI and CT.

13
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Ex. 1004, 14:16-21. MRI provided a three-dimensional model of a patient’s knee
joint, including both bone and cartilage surfaces:

Id., Figs. 18C (cropped), 19.
Many other prior-art references also taught using MRI2 to image the
cartilage surface. Ex. 1013, 2:8-17 (MRI “makes possible an especially sharp
definition of the joint contour by representing the cartilaginous tissue and other
soft parts of the damaged knee joints”); Ex. 1014 (articular cartilage shape and
thickness can be determined using MRI); Ex. 1005, 22:6-8 (MRI provides contour
plots of articular cartilage).

2

Some references refer to “nuclear spin tomography” or “NMR,” which is old

terminology for what is now referred to as MRI. Ex. 1102 ¶52; Ex. 1015 at 1.
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It was also well-known that MRI or CT scans could also be used to image
the subchondral bone surfaces. Ex. 1004, 14:29-32), 21:17-25 (“MRI facilitat[es]
3D rendering of the femoral and tibial bone contours”), 26:20-28 (assessing “the
bones of the joint” in addition to the cartilage), 39:22-24 (bone may be imaged
similar to cartilage), Figs. 10A-C, 12A-B; Ex. 1006, 9:1-6 (CT scan provides a
three-dimensional contour of the bone).
Petitioner’s expert confirms that it was known in the prior art that the shape
of a patient’s articular cartilage and subchondral bone could be determined using
MRI and/or CT. Ex. 1102 ¶¶43-46.
IV. THE ’263 PATENT
A.

Overview of the ’263 Patent
The ’263 patent discloses nothing more than using conventional MRI or CT

data to create conventional patient-specific cutting guides. Id. ¶66. The ’263
patent describes obtaining images that “define the articular and/or bone surface and
shape” (Ex. 1001, 5:61-6:8), but admits that those images may be “conventional”
x-rays, MRI, CT scans, ultrasound, or other technologies, which were “explained
fully in the literature.” Id., 3:52-61.
The ’263 patent describes using the images to create a device that has “a
surface and shape that will match all or portions of the articular or bone surface
and shape, e.g., similar to a ‘mirror image.’” Id., 6:3-5. As with all prior art
15
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cutting guides, the ’263 patent discloses that the tool can “include apertures, slots
and/or holes to accommodate surgical instruments such as drills, reamers, curettes,
k-wires, screws, and saws.” Id., 6:5-8. The ’263 patent admits that, “[a]s will be
appreciated by those of skill in the art, the location and orientation” of the guides
“will change depending upon the design of the [] implant and the shape required ...
to communicate with the implant.” Id., 17:64-67.
B.

The Challenged Claims of the ’263 Patent
The ’263 patent has 80 claims, but only claims 1-3, 6-28, 31-34, and 36-49

are challenged in this Petition. The only independent claim recites:
1. A method of making a surgical tool, the method comprising:
[a] obtaining images data associated with at least a portion of a joint; and
[b] deriving a substantially uncut cartilage surface associated with the joint
from the image data; and
[c] providing a surgical tool that includes a contact surface for engaging the
substantially uncut cartilage surface associated with the joint,
[d] the surgical tool further including at least one guide for directing
movement of a surgical instrument in preparing an implant site,
[e] wherein providing the surgical tool includes:

16
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[i] shaping the contact surface based on the derived cartilage surface
such that the contact surface conforms to and is substantially a negative of
the derived cartilage surface; and
[ii] determining position, shape and/or orientation of the at least one
guide from the image data, so that changes induced on the implant site by
the surgical instrument ensures a desired orientation of an implant.
All of the other claims at issue depend from claim 1 and recite trivial variations.
C.

The ’263 Prosecution History
The application that led to the ’263 patent was filed on December 2, 2004.

Ex. 1001. The application contained claims directed to a tool comprising a mold
that engaged a joint surface and communicated with a block that contained at least
one guide aperture. Ex. 1017 at 46-50. In response to an Office Action rejecting
the claims as anticipated by Robie (Ex. 1012), the applicants amended the claims
to require that the tool have a surface that is a mirror image of the joint surface and
a guide that directs a surgical instrument in preparing an implant site. Ex. 1017 at
98-99, 119-133. The claims were again rejected. Id. at 158-160.
The applicants cancelled all 120 then-pending claims and added claims
directed to a method of making a surgical tool, rather than the tool itself. Id. at
183-192. This method included obtaining images of a joint, deriving the contact
surface from the image, determining the shape or orientation of the guide, and
17
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providing the tool. Id. The examiner rejected the claims as obvious over Rosa
(U.S. Patent No. 7,141,053) and Woolson (Ex. 1031).

Id. at 215-217.

The

applicants overcame the rejection by amending the claims to specify that the
images are used to derive a “substantially uncut cartilage surface” and that the
contact surface of the tool is shaped based on the derived cartilage surface. Id. at
241-257, 269-271.
Although the Radermacher, Fell, Alexander, and Schuster I and II references
were submitted during prosecution (id. at 87, 147, 207-208), they were among
more than 1,500 references submitted to the Examiner and were never applied by
the Examiner. Biscup, Hofmann, and Katz were not submitted to the Examiner.
D.

Priority
Under 35 U.S.C. § 120, a later-filed patent application may rely on the filing

date of an earlier application only if the claim has written description support in the
specification of the earlier-filed application. See PowerOasis, Inc. v. T-Mobile
USA, Inc., 522 F.3d 1299, 1306 (Fed. Cir. 2008). Any claim that depends on any
new matter in the later-filed application is only entitled to the filing date of the
later-filed CIP application. Id. at 1310.
The ’263 patent claims priority to a provisional application (No. 60/293,488)
(“the ’488 provisional”) that was filed on May 25, 2001. However, the ’488
provisional does not disclose a patient-specific surgical tool for preparing an
18
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implant site.3 See, e.g., Ex. 1021; Ex. 1102 ¶72. The earliest date the ’263 patent
could possibly be entitled to is the filing date of a subsequent provisional
application (No. 60/363,527) that was filed on March 12, 2002 (Ex. 1022). 4
E.

Level of Ordinary Skill in the Art
A person of ordinary skill in the art (“POSITA”) would be: (a) an orthopedic

surgeon having at least three years of experience in knee arthroplasty surgery; or
(b) an engineer having a bachelor’s degree in biomedical engineering (or closely
related discipline) who works with surgeons in designing cutting guides and who
has at least three years of experience learning from these doctors about the use of
such devices in joint replacement surgeries. Ex. 1102 ¶¶29-32.
V. CLAIM CONSTRUCTION
Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 42.100(b), and solely for the purposes of this
review, Petitioner construes the claim language such that the claims are given their
broadest reasonable interpretation in light of the specification of the ’263 patent.

3

The provisional application filed on May 25, 2001, described only patient-specific

implants, not patient-specific instruments. See Ex. 1021.
4

Petitioner does not concede that the ’263 patent is entitled to this priority date or

that the claims of the ’263 patent have written description support in any of the
priority applications.
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Petitioners do not believe that any of the terms in claims 1-3, 6-28, 31-34, and 3649 of the ’263 patent require construction. Ex. 1102 ¶75.
VI. STATEMENT OF PRECISE RELIEF REQUESTED
A.

Grounds
Petitioner requests that the Board cancel claims claims 1-3, 6-28, 31-34, and

36-49 for the following reasons:
Ground 1: Claims 1, 11-13, 15-19, 21, 25, 28, 31-34, 36-39, and 44-49, are
unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) in view of Schuster I & II in combination
with Alexander.
Ground 2: Claims 2-3, 6-10, 14, 22-23, and 27 are unpatentable under §
103(a) over the references of Ground 1 in combination with of Radermacher.
Ground 3: Claim 24 is unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) in view of the
references in Grounds 1 in combination with Katz.
Ground 4: Claims 20 and 26 are unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) in
view of the references in Ground 1 in combination with Dunn.
Ground 5: Claims 40-43 are unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) in view
of the references in Ground 1 in combination with Dunn and Hofmann.
B.

Relationship Between Schuster I & II
Schuster I is a European patent application that was filed on July 25, 2000

and published on February 7, 2001. It therefore constitutes prior art under 35
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U.S.C. § 102(b). Schuster II is a U.S. patent that was filed on November 14, 2000,
and issued on January 21, 2003. Accordingly, Schuster II is prior art to the ’263
patent under 35 U.S.C. §§ 102(a) and (e).
Schuster I & II name the same inventors and contain similar disclosures.
This petition relies on both publications because: (1) the text of the references is
not identical, and thus portions of Schuster I are more pertinent in some respects,
while portions in Schuster II are more pertinent in other respects; (2) Schuster II
includes figures not published in Schuster I illustrating the inventions disclosed in
Schuster I & II, and therefore provides additional disclosure; and (3) Schuster I is
prior art under § 102(b), and therefore the inclusion of Schuster I in the ground
eliminates any dispute regarding the priority date of the ’025 patent or the status of
the reference as prior art.
Schuster I was originally published in the German language. Ex. 1047.
Accordingly, pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 42.63(b), Petitioner submits herewith an
English translation and an affidavit attesting to the accuracy of the translation. Ex.
1045; Ex. 1046.
C.

Status of Other References as Prior Art
Radermacher, Dunn, Katz, and Hofmann are prior art under § 102(b)

because they were published in 1993, 1988, 2000, and 1991 respectively, more
than a year before the ’263 patent’s earliest possible priority date.
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Additional support is included in the Declaration of Jay D. Mabrey, M.D.
Ex. 1102. Dr. Mabrey is the Chief of the Department of Orthopaedics at Baylor
University Medical Center in Dallas, Texas, and is also a Professor of Surgery at
Texas A&M Health Science Center College of Medicine. Id. ¶8.
D.

This Petition Is Not Redundant of IPR2017-00544
Petitioner is concurrently filing a petition challenging claims 1-3, 6-28, 31-

34, and 36-49 of the ’263 patent. See IPR2017-00544. Petitioner respectfully
requests that the Board institute both IPRs because the petitions rely on different
prior art and different arguments.
First, the petitions rely on different prior art. The primary reference for all
grounds in IPR2017-00554 is Radermacher; the primary references for all
grounds in this petition are Schuster I and II.
Second, the differences in the prior art references result in significantly
different arguments as to why the challenged claims are unpatentable.

For

example, a limitation in all claims of the ’263 patent is that the patient-specific
surface has at least a portion that is substantially a negative of a “cartilage surface”
of the joint. While Radermacher and Schuster both disclose this limitation, they do
so in very different ways to a POSITA. Radermacher discloses this limitation by
teaching that the surgical tool matches the “natural (i.e. not pre-treated) surface.”
Schuster II, by contrast, discloses in its Figures a surgical tool configured to rest on
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the cartilage surface.

Thus, the two petitions present substantially different

arguments as to how a POSITA would have understood the primary reference to be
disclosing this key limitation.
The two petitions also present different arguments relating to the motivation
to combine because the motivation to combine in this petition is based on an
express incorporation by reference in the primary reference.
While there may be some overlap in the secondary references relied on in
the two petitions, neither the prior art “as a whole” nor the obviousness arguments
“as a whole” are “substantially the same.” See Facebook, Inc. v. TLI Commc’ns,
LLC, IPR2015-00778 (Paper 17) at 27 (August 28, 2015) (“The fact that there is
overlap in some respect does not mean the prior art as a whole or the arguments as
a whole are the same or substantially the same”).

Accordingly, Petitioner

respectfully requests that the Board institute the two proceedings so that the
patentability of the claims of the ’263 patent can be considered in light of two
primary references (Radermacher and Schuster).
E.

Request for Consolidated Schedule with IPR2017-00544
Petitioner requests that, upon institution, this proceeding and IPR2017-

00544 both proceed on the same schedule to promote judicial efficiency. While
the proceedings involve distinct grounds for rejection, they both involve the same
parties, the same claims, and the same expert witness for Petitioner. Consolidated
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proceedings would allow the parties to coordinate discovery, filings, and the oral
hearings. Further, there would be little, if any, impact on the schedule for either
proceeding because Petitioner is filing the petitions on the same day.
VII. SPECIFIC PROPOSED GROUNDS FOR REJECTION
A.

Ground 1: Claims 1, 11-13, 15-19, 21, 25, 28, 31-34, 36-39, and 44-49
Are Unpatentable Under § 103(a) Over Schuster I & II and Alexander.
1.

Claim 1

Claim 1 generally recites a method of using image data to make a tool
having a patient-specific surface and a guide. Schuster I & II, either alone or in
combination with Alexander, render this claim obvious.

Each of the claim

elements is addressed below.
a.

Obtaining Joint Image Data

Schuster I and II disclose “obtaining image data associated with at least a
portion of a joint.” Specifically, Schuster I and II describe obtaining MRI or CT
data of the knee. Ex. 1008, 2:56-64; Ex. 1046 ¶[0008].
b.

Deriving a Substantially Uncut Cartilage Surface From the
Image Data and Shaping a Contact Surface that Is
Substantially a Negative of the Uncut Cartilage Surface
i.

Schuster I & II

Schuster I and II describe obtaining pre-operative MRI or CT data of the
knee. Ex. 1008, 2:56-64; Ex. 1046 ¶[0008]. From this imaging, Schuster I & II
derive the uncut cartilage surface and create an implantation aid (tool) with a
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surface that is “fitted exactly to,” and is placed on, the damaged knee joint. Ex.
1046 ¶[0011]; 1008, 3:40-46, 3:57-67 (“fit snugly” to the joint). The tool, with the
patient-specific surface that is substantially a negative of the uncut cartilage
surface, is shown in Fig. 2:

Ex. 1008, Fig. 2.
In addition, a POSITA would have understood that the implantation aid
matches the cartilage surface (and therefore requires deriving cartilage
information) because Schuster I & II describe the surgical process for using the
implantation aid but never describe removing the cartilage before placing the
implantation aid in position. Ex. 1102 ¶81; Ex. 1008, 4:25-50; Ex. 1046 ¶[0013].
If the implantation aid was not configured to match the cartilage surface, Schuster I
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& II would have described additional surgical steps in which the cartilage was
removed by the surgeon to prepare the site for the implantation aid. Ex. 1102 ¶81.
Other prior art references that disclose a patient-specific surgical instrument that
match the subchondral bone disclose such a procedure. Id.; Ex. 1006, 8:15-33.
But Schuster does not. Instead, Schuster I & II teach that the tool is set “on the
damaged knee joint” and Schuster II shows in its figures that the instrument
matches the cartilage surface. Ex. 1008, 3:57-67, Fig. 2; Ex. 1046 ¶[0011]; Ex.
1102 ¶81.
Thus, Schuster I and II disclose “deriving a substantially uncut cartilage
surface associated with the joint from the image data” and shaping a contact
surface based on the derived cartilage surface to be “substantially a negative of the
derived cartilage surface.” Ex. 1102 ¶82. Alternatively, this would have been
obvious, as discussed below.
ii.

The Knowledge of a POSITA

Even if Schuster I and II did not disclose that the implantation aid’s patientspecific surface matched the patient’s cartilage surface, such an implantation aid
would have been obvious to a POSITA in view of Schuster I and II. Ex. 1102
¶¶83.
The ’263 patent admits, and Petitioner’s expert and the prior art further
confirm, that it was widely known that MRI provides information regarding the
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cartilage surface contour. Ex. 1001, 3:52-4:3, 10:9-15, 10:49-11:15, 11:42-12:9,
13:32-61; Ex. 1102 ¶¶43-46, 83; Ex. 1004, 14:16-18; Ex. 1013, 2:8-17; Ex. 1014;
Ex. 1005, 22:6-9. Accordingly, it would have been obvious to a POSITA to use
MRI (as taught by Schuster I and II) to image the patient’s cartilage surface (as
was common knowledge) and to make the contact surfaces of Schuster I and II’s
implantation aid match the patient’s cartilage surface. Ex. 1102 ¶83.
A POSITA would have been motivated to match the contact surfaces to the
cartilage surface for several reasons. Ex. 1102 ¶84. First, the figures in Schuster II
show the implantation aid being set over the cartilage and both Schuster I & II state
that the implantation aids are “set on the damaged knee joint.” Ex. 1008, 3:57-67,
Fig. 2; Ex. 1046 ¶[0011]. Thus, the Schuster references themselves provide the
motivation. Id.; Ex. 1102 ¶84. Second, there are only two surfaces to which the
custom implantation aid could be matched, namely the subchondral bone or the
cartilage surface.

Given a POSITA’s knowledge that MRI could be used to

determine the topography of either the bone or the cartilage surface, the choice
between the two is merely a design choice. Id. Thus, this limitation simply
reflects a choice from a finite number of identified, predictable solutions with a
reasonable expectation of success. Id.; see KSR Int’l Co. v. Teleflex Inc., 550 U.S.
398, 402-403 (2007). Third, as between the two surfaces, a POSITA would have
been motivated to design the patient-specific surface to conform to and engage the
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cartilage surface because it would simplify the surgery, e.g., the cartilage would
not have to be removed in order for the implantation aid to precisely fit on the
femur or tibia. Ex. 1102 ¶84. This would reduce surgery times and improve
patient safety. Id. Fourth, a POSITA would understand that matching the cartilage
would result in an implantation aid that has “very exact positioning on the
damaged knee joint” (as taught by Schuster II) and can be seated “with precision”
(as taught by Schuster I). Id.; Ex. 1008, 3:57-67; Ex. 1046 ¶[0011].
Thus, it would have been obvious to a POSITA to make the contact surfaces
of Schuster I and II’s implantation aid substantially a negative of the patient’s
cartilage surface as derived from the MRI data. Ex. 1102 ¶¶83-85.
iii.

Alexander

Even if Schuster I and/or II alone did not disclose or render obvious that the
patient-specific surface of the implantation aid is substantially a negative of the
cartilage surface, this feature would have been obvious to a POSITA in view of
Alexander.

Ex. 1102 ¶¶86-90.

Alexander describes using various imaging

techniques, including MRI, to assess the condition of cartilage in a knee joint.
Alexander recognizes that, by 2000, a number of imaging techniques were “known
in the art” for “electronically generating a cartilage image,” including MRI and CT
scans. Ex. 1004, 2:5-6, 14:16-15:14.
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Alexander discloses the use of imaging techniques to obtain the “surface of
the joint, e.g. the femoral condyles.” Id., 22:22-24. Alexander further describes
using MRI to create a three-dimensional reconstruction of the femoral and tibial
bones (gray) and cartilage (black):

Id., Figs. 18C-I, 61:19-25. Alexander also describes reconstructing the articular
cartilage using a thickness map:

Alexander (Ex. 1004 at Figs. 19, 22B)
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Even if Schuster I & II did not explicitly disclose matching the patientspecific surface to the cartilage surface, it would have been obvious to a POSITA
to do so in view of Alexander for several reasons. Ex. 1102 ¶¶86-90. First,
Alexander, like Schuster I & II, relates to methods of treating diseased or damaged
cartilage in a knee joint. Id. ¶88. Second, the references all disclose using MRI to
obtain joint images. Id. Thus, they address the same problem, are in the same field
of endeavor, and use the same imaging technology. Id.
Third, as described above, the cartilage surface and the subchondral bone
surface are the only two surfaces to which the custom implantation aid in Schuster
I & II could be matched. Id. ¶89. Given Alexander’s disclosure that the imaging
techniques disclosed in Schuster I & II (e.g., MRI) could be used to determine the
precise topography of the bone or the cartilage surface, the choice between
matching the cartilage surface instead of (or in addition to portions of) the
underlying bone surface is simply a design choice. Id. Fourth, as described above,
matching the cartilage surface would simplify the surgery, e.g., the cartilage would
not have to be removed in order for the implantation aid to precisely fit on the
femur or tibia, which would reduce surgery times and thereby improve patient
safety. Id. Fifth, the modification would merely: (a) require the combination of
one known element (Alexander’s MRI data of the cartilage surface) with another
known element (Schuster I & II’s MRI data of the joint surface) to obtain a
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predictable result (a device tailored to the patient’s cartilage surface); and (b)
represent a choice from a finite number of identified, predictable solutions
(imaging the bone surface and/or the cartilage surface), with a reasonable
expectation of success. Id.
Accordingly, having a patient-specific surface that is substantially a negative
of the cartilage surface is disclosed by Schuster I & II or would have been obvious
to a POSITA in view of the knowledge of a POSITA and/or Alexander. Id. ¶90.
c.

Providing at Least One Guide

Schuster I & II each disclose a block having multiple guides. Specifically,
Schuster I & II disclose that the implantation aid can have “guiding slots” for
“guiding, e.g., an oscillating sawing blade.” Ex. 1008, 3:50-57; Ex. 1046 ¶[0011].
Schuster I & II disclose that the implantation aid for the femur preferably includes
three severing areas (e.g., slots) and that the implantation aid for the tibia
preferably includes one or two severing areas. Ex. 1008, 3:22-25, 5:21-27 (the
“severing areas are exemplified as virtual guiding slots 7 and 8 of a guide aid”),
6:8-9; Ex. 1046 ¶¶[0010]-[0011] (describing “cutting planes” and “guide slots”).
Figure 2 of Schuster II, reproduced below, shows a femoral implantation aid
comprising three guides and a tibial implantation aid comprising two guides.
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Ex. 1008, Fig. 2; see also Fig. 1 (showing severing areas), 4:60-63, 5:21-27.
d.

Determining the Position, Shape, and/or Orientation of the
Guide from Image Data

Claim 1 requires that the position, shape, and/or orientation of the guide be
determined from the image data “so that changes induced on the implant site by the
surgical instrument ensures a desired orientation of an implant.” Schuster I and II
disclose this limitation because they teach that the position, shape, and/or
orientation of the guides are determined pre-operatively from the image data. Ex.
1008, 3:46-57; Ex. 1046 ¶¶[0010]-[0011].
Schuster I and II also expressly teach that the position, shape, and/or
orientation of the guides are aligned such that the changes induced on the implant
site by the instruments ensure a desired orientation of the implant. Ex. 1008, 4:3532
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42 (“using the implantation aid as a guide aid for guiding an oscillating sawing
blade along the guiding slots of the implantation aid[] [t]he joint bones will thereby
receive resection areas which exactly correspond with the … endoprosthesis”); Ex.
1046 ¶[0011].

Moreover, Schuster II discloses that changes induced on the

implant site ensure the desired orientation of the implant, because the implant fits
onto the implant site in only one orientation. Ex. 1102 ¶94.

Ex. 1008, Fig. 5. Accordingly, Schuster I and II disclose that the cutting guides are
positioned and oriented such that the bone is shaped according to the geometry of
the prosthesis to achieve a “desired orientation of the implant.”
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In sum, the prior art discloses every limitation of claim 1. Schuster I and II
alone or in combination with Alexander, disclose a method of making a tool
(“implantation aid”) that includes obtaining image data (MRI or CT) associated
with at least a portion of a joint (e.g., knee), deriving a substantially uncut cartilage
surface associated with the joint (using MRI/CT image to make a threedimensional implantation aid “fitted exactly to the knee joint” or Alexander’s
cartilage thickness map ), providing a surgical tool (implantation aid) that includes
a contact surface for engaging the cartilage surface (e.g., Figure 5 illustrating the
implantation aid resting over cartilage) and tool guides (e.g., “guiding slots”),
shaping the contact surface such that it conforms to and is substantially a negative
of the cartilage surface (“fitted exactly to the knee joint”), and determining the
position, shape, and/or orientation of a guide from the image data, so that changes
induced on the implant site ensures a desired orientation of the implant (cutting so
that the bone is shaped to “exactly correspond with the … endoprosthesis”).
Accordingly, Claim 1 is unpatentable.
2.

Dependent Claims 11-13, 15-19, 21, 25, 28, 36-39, 44,
and 47-49.

These dependent claims recite trivial variations that are also disclosed or
rendered obvious by Schuster I and II and Alexander, as set forth in the claim chart
below. See also Ex. 1102 ¶¶96-117.
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3.

Dependent Claims 31-34 and 45-46

Dependent claims 31-32 require the surgical tool be adapted to rest on bone.
Claims 33-34 specify that the bone is subchondral bone. Claims 45-46 require
deriving the shape of a joint surface implant based, at least in art, on shape of
subchondral bone derived from image data. These limitations would have been
obvious to a POSITA in view of Schuster I and/or II alone or in combination with
Alexander. Ex. 1102 ¶¶105-113.
As described above, Schuster I & II disclosed using CT scans or MRI to
create an implantation aid “fitted exactly to the knee joint.” Ex. 1046, ¶[0011]; Ex.
1008, 3:40-46, Fig. 2. The surface of an articulating joint, such as the knee joint,
would include the articular cartilage and any exposed subchondral bone. Ex. 1102
¶106. A POSITA would have understood that, in the majority of cases, at least
some of the articular cartilage would be worn away and subchondral bone exposed.
Id. Thus, Schuster I & II disclose this limitation or it would have been obvious to a
POSITA in view of Radermacher. Id.
The ’263 patent admits that those of ordinary skill in the art knew that the
size, shape, and/or curvature of the subchondral bone could be obtained via
“conventional” imaging techniques such as MRI and/or CT scans. Ex. 1001 at
3:52-4:3, 10:49-13:2, 13:45-14:16. This is confirmed by Petitioner’s expert (Ex.
1102 ¶¶106-108), as well as by numerous prior art references. See Ex. 1004 at
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14:16-15:8, 26:20-28, 39:1-24; Ex. 1006 at 9:1-6; Ex. 1010 at 2:48-55, 3:5-45, Ex.
1007 at 6:24-29, 9:1-13, 13:17-25, Fig. 6.
In view of this knowledge, a POSITA would have been motivated to design
Schuster I & II’s template to be substantially a negative of any exposed
subchondral bone at least because: (1) such a template would be consistent with
Schuster I & II’s disclosure that the implantation aid be fitted exactly to the knee
joint; (2) matching the exposed subchondral bone would ensure that the template
can be “receive very exact positioning on the damaged knee joint” (Ex. 1008, 3:5767); and (3) if the portion of the implantation aid corresponding to exposed
subchondral bone did not match the shape and/or curvature of that exposed
subchondral bone, the risk of misalignment would be increased. Ex. 1102 ¶109.
In addition, it would have been obvious to a POSITA that the contact faces
of Schuster I & II’s implantation aid could match the patient’s subchondral bone in
view of Alexander.

In addition to identifying the articular cartilage (black),

Alexander teaches using MRI to create a three-dimensional model of the surface of
the femoral and tibial bones (gray), as shown below:
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Id. at Figures 18C-I; see also id. at 61:19-25; see also id. at 23:31-32, 39:22-24,
Figs. 10A-C, 12A-B. Alexander discloses that a portion of a patient’s articular
cartilage could be worn or town away, and thus subchondral bone exposed, as
evidenced by the dark circles in the following cartilage map:
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Id. at Fig. 22B; Ex. 1102 ¶111; Ex. 1004 at 31:10-11. Thus, a patient-specific
template as described in Schuster, if created for the natural joint surface described
in Alexander, would match a shape and curvature of (exposed) subchondral bone
as claimed in the ’263 patent. Ex. 1102 ¶111.
A POSITA would have been motivated to design Schuster I and II’s contact
faces and/or an implant to match any exposed subchondral bone for the reasons
previously discussed, i.e., it would be consistent with Schuster I and II’s teachings
and would help ensure proper alignment. Id.
B.

Ground 2: Claims 2-3, 6-10, 14, 22-23, and 27 Are Unpatentable Under
§ 103(a) Over the References of Ground 1, and Further in View of
Radermacher.
Claims 2-3, 6-10, 14, 22-23, and 27 also recite trivial variations that would

have been rendered obvious by Schuster I and II and Alexander as described
above, especially in view of Radermacher.
Radermacher (1993) discloses an “individual template” 4 having four cutting
guides (defining cutting planes 20a-d) and a drilling guide (the hole about axis 8),
as well as contact faces 1 that are customized based on CT and/or MRI data to
match the natural surface of the particular patient’s knee joint:
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The cuts result in a resected bone (Fig. 13b) onto which an implant (Fig. 13d) can
be seated:
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1.

Dependent Claims 2-3 and 6-10

Dependent claims 2-3 and 6-10 require that the surgical tool include a
second component for engaging the first component wherein the first component
includes the contact surface. These claims would have been obvious in view of
Radermacher, which discloses tool guides that include a first component (e.g.,
template 4) as well as other (second) components such as drill sleeves, parallel
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guides, saw templates, milling devices, and additional templates, which can be
coupled to the first component. Ex. 1003 at 13-14, 26, Fig. 13a.
2.

Dependent Claim 14

Dependent claim 14 requires that the guide element be a groove. It would
have been obvious to a POSITA that the “guide aid” disclosed in Schuster I and II
could be a groove.

Ex. 1102 ¶124.

This limitation is also disclosed in

Radermacher, which discloses a guide element 20c that is a groove:

Ex. 1003 at 30, Figs. 13a-d.
3.

Dependent Claims 22-23

Dependent claims 22-23 require a stabilizer such as a pin, peg, post, or nub
that engages the joint. It would have been obvious to a POSITA to include a
stabilizer to secure the implantation aid disclosed in Schuster I and II to the knee
because this was common practice. Ex. 1102 ¶125. Moreover, this limitation was
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explicitly disclosed in Radermacher. Ex. 1003 at 23 (“clamping devices or screw
connections (e.g. 19) can be provided for intraoperative fixation of the individual
template 4 onto or to the osseous structure 17”), 25, 35, 26, Figs. 6a-b.
4.

Dependent Claim 27

Dependent claim 27 requires the guide include a metal covering. This was
well-known and would have been obvious to a POSITA (Ex. 1102 ¶¶126-127; Ex.
1091, 6:37-47), particularly in view of Radermacher’s disclosure that the template
could be metal (Ex. 1003 at 23).
5.

Motivation to Combine

A POSITA would have been motivated to modify the implantation aid
disclosed in Schuster I and II to meet the trivial variations represented in the above
claim limitations because surgical tools with those variations were within the
knowledge of a POSITA and disclosed in prior art such as Radermacher. A
POSITA would have been motivated to look to Radermacher to modify the
implantation aids disclosed in Schuster I and II for several reasons.

First,

Radermacher, like Schuster I & II, relates to methods of making surgical tools and
implants for treating diseased or damaged cartilage in a knee joint. Ex. 1102 ¶128.
Thus, they address the same problem, are in the same field of endeavor, and use
the same imaging technology. Id. Second, the modification would merely require
the combination of one known element (Schuster I and II’s implantation aid) with
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another known element (additional features of the Radermacher template such as
guides and stabilizers) to obtain a predictable result with a reasonable expectation
of success. Id.
The claim chart below applies to Grounds 1 & 2 and demonstrates how
claims 1-3, 6-19, 21-23, 25, 27, 28, 31-34, 36-39, and 44-49 are obvious over
Schuster I & II in view of Alexander (Ground 1) or Radermacher and Alexander
(Ground 2). The claim charts herein include annotated figures that provide nonlimiting examples of how the prior art discloses the claim limitations.

The

limitations may also be met by other disclosures in the prior art. Ex. 1102 ¶129.
Claim 1
A method of making a
surgical tool, the
method comprising:

Exemplary Disclosures in Prior Art
Schuster I & II disclose a method of making an
“implantation aid” (surgical tool). Ex. 1046 ¶[0011];
Ex. 1008, 3:40-4:5. Ex. 1102 ¶¶77-95.

[a] obtaining image data
associated with at least a
portion of a joint; and

Schuster I & II disclose using CT and MRI to obtain
image data associated with knee joints. See Ex. 1046
¶[0008]; Ex. 1008, 2:56-64.
Ex. 1102 ¶78.

[b] deriving a
substantially uncut
cartilage surface
associated with the
joint from the image
data; and

Schuster II describes using CT or MRI to “define
very sharp contours of the damaged knee joint.” Ex.
1008, 2:59-64. These images are then used to create
implantation aids. Id., 3:46-4:5. Schuster II discloses
that it fits “snugly” to the joint surface, and Figure 2
shows that the surface includes cartilage.
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Id., Fig. 2; Ex. 1102 ¶¶79-81. Accordingly, a
POSTIA would understand that Schuster derives the
uncut cartilage surface when it “define[s] very sharp
contours of the damaged knee joint.” Ex. 1102 ¶¶8182.
Schuster I discloses that CT and MRI imaging
“allows for a particularly high definition of the joint
contours.” Ex. 1046 ¶[0008]. A POSITA would
understand that the joint contours would include the
cartilage surface. Ex. 1102 ¶¶81-82.
Alexander discloses methods for assessing the
condition of cartilage in a joint, such as the knee,
based on MRI imaging. Ex. 1004, Abstract , 2-3,
11:31-12:16, 14:16-32, 15:16-26, 26:20-27:26, 61:1925; Figs. 18-19, 22A-B, 23A-E. Alexander discloses
that this data may be used to “guide the choice of
therapy,” which includes “joint replacement surgery.”
Id., 42:10-16.
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Alexander describes using MRI to create a threedimensional reconstruction of the femoral and tibial
bones and/or cartilage, as shown in Figures 18C-I of
Alexander. Id. at 61-2.

[c] providing a surgical
tool that includes a
contact surface for
engaging the
substantially uncut
cartilage surface
associated with the
joint,

Ex. 1102 ¶¶88-90.
See Claim 1[b]. In addition:
Schuster II discloses providing implantation aids “in
the form of caps for obtaining an enveloping of the
severing areas.” Ex. 1008, 3:46-4:5 (disclosing that
the implantation aid “envelop[s]” and “fits snugly to
the damaged knee joint”). Figure 2 shows that
patient-specific surface (contact surface) engages the
substantially uncut cartilage surface:
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Id., Fig. 2; Ex. 1102 ¶¶80-82.

[d] the surgical tool
further including at least
one guide for directing
movement of a surgical
instrument in preparing
an implant site,

Schuster I discloses that the “three-dimensional
implantation aid [is] fitted exactly to the knee joint.”
Ex. 1046 ¶[0011]. The implantation aids are further
“designed roughly in the shape of caps to ensure that
they wrap around the cutting surfaces….” Id.
¶[0011].
Schuster I & II discloses an implantation aid having
“guide slots of a guide aid for guiding, e.g., an
oscillating sawing blade.” Ex. 1046 ¶[0011]; Ex.
1008, 3:46-57, Fig. 2.
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Schuster I & II further discloses that the resection
surfaces may include “drilling canals” or drill holes to
fit pin-shaped protrusions on the implant. Ex. 1046
¶[0010]; Ex. 1008, 3:32-39, Fig. 5. Thus, a POSITA
would understand that the implantation aid may also
include drilling guides for drilling these canals. Ex.
1102 ¶¶91-95.
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[e] wherein providing
the surgical tool
includes: [i] shaping the
contact surface based on
the derived cartilage
surface such that the
contact surface
conforms to and is
substantially a negative
of the derived cartilage
surface; and

Schuster II discloses that at least a portion of the
patient-specific surface conforms to and is
substantially a negative of the corresponding cartilage
surface, as shown in Figure 2:

Ex. 1008, Fig. 2. Schuster further discloses that the
implantation aid “envelops” (id., 3:67-4:5) and “fits
snugly to the damaged knee joint” (id., 3:40-46). Id.,
6:1-12 (implantation aid fits snugly to the damaged
knee joint); Ex. 1102 ¶¶79-90.
Schuster I discloses “three-dimensional implantation
aids fitted exactly to the knee joint.” Ex. 1046
¶[0011]. The implantation aid is “seated … on the
damaged knee joint.” Id. The implantation aids
“shall therefore be designed roughly in the shape of
caps to ensure that they wrap around the cutting
surfaces.” Id.
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[ii] determining
position, shape and/or
orientation of the at least
one guide from the
image data, so that
changes induced on the
implant site by the
surgical instrument
ensures a desired
orientation of an
implant.

Claim 2
The method according
to claim 1,
wherein providing the
surgical tool includes
providing a second
component for
engaging a first
component, the first

Schuster I & II disclose three-dimensionally charting
the cuts (and therefore the guides), relative to the
joint. Ex. 1008, 3:46-57; Ex. 1046 ¶¶[0010]-[0011].
The implantation aid directs the cutting knee joint to
“exactly correspond with the severing areas as
provided on the tibial and femoral components of the
endoprosthesis.” Ex. 1008, 4:35-42; Ex. 1046
¶[0011].
Schuster II further discloses that the changes induced
on the implant site ensure the desired orientation of
the implant, because the implant in Figure 5 can set
onto the implant site in only one orientation.

See claim 1.
Radermacher (Ground 2) discloses providing
second components (tool guides including drill
sleeves, parallel guides, saw templates, milling
devices, and additional templates) for engaging a first
component (individual template 4), the first
component including the contact surface. Ex. 1003 at
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component including
said contact surface.

13-14, 26, Fig. 13a.

Ex. 1102 ¶118.
Claim 3
The method according
to claim 2,
wherein said second
component includes one
or more of the at least
one guide.

See claim 2.
Radermacher (Ground 2) discloses that the second
component (e.g., tool guides including drill sleeves,
parallel guides, saw templates, milling devices, and
additional templates) may include guides. Ex. 1003 at
13-14, 26, 30, Fig. 13a. For example, optional
template 27 (Fig. 13a) is a “second component” that
includes a guide (surface for cut 20b).

Drill sleeve 11 is also a “second component” that
includes a guide (drill hole).
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Ex. 1102 ¶119.
Claim 6
The method according to
claim 2,
wherein a surface of the
first component that
engages with a surface
of the second component
is configured to prevent
at least one movement
selected from the group
consisting of axial,
lateral and rotational.

See claim 2.
Radermacher (Ground 2) discloses that tool guides
including drill sleeves 11, parallel guides, saw
templates, milling devices, and additional templates
27 can be coupled (releasably or non-releasably) in a
mechanically rigid manner to the template. Ex. 1003
at 13, 26, 30, Fig. 13a. For example, Fig. 13a of
Radermacher shows a first component (template 4)
having a surface that engages the outer surface of a
second component (drill sleeve 11) and prevents
lateral movement of the drill sleeve.
Additionally, Radermacher discloses that a surface of
the first component (template 4) engages with a
surface of a second component (template 27) to
prevent lateral and rotational movement:
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Radermacher further discloses that the second
component may be connected by defined flange
engagement points in a mechanically rigid manner
that prevents axial, lateral, or rotational movement of
the second component. Ex. 1003 at 11, 13, 25-26.

Ex. 1102 ¶120.
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Claim 7
The method according
to claim 2
wherein a surface of
the second component
that engages the first
component is at least
one of convex or
concave.
Claim 8
The method according
to claim 2
wherein a surface of
the first component
that engages the second
component is at least
one of convex or
concave.
Claim 9
The method according
to claim 2,
wherein a surface of
one of the first
component and the
second component has
an aperture for
receiving at least one of
a pin, post and peg
located on a surface of
the other of the first
component and the
second component.

See claim 2.
Radermacher (Ground 2) discloses a cylindrical
drill sleeve 11 (second component) that has a concave
surface that engages the template (first component).
Ex. 1003 at Fig. 13a.
This limitation would also have been obvious to a
POSITA. Ex. 1102 ¶121.
See claim 2.
Radermacher (Ground 2) discloses a cylindrical
slot in the template (first component) that has a
concave surface that engages a cylindrical drill sleeve
11 (second component). Ex. 1003 at Fig. 13a.
This limitation would also have been obvious to a
POSITA. Ex. 1102 ¶121.
See claim 2.
Radermacher (Ground 2) discloses the first
component (template 4) has several apertures for
receiving a pin, post, or peg located on the second
component including the aperture for receiving the
post portion of the drill sleeve. Ex. 1003 at Fig. 13a,
25-26, Figs. 6a-b.
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Additionally, Radermacher discloses “additional
templates...are (rigidly) connected to the basic
individual template 4 by defined flange engagement
points 28.” Id., 26, Fig. 13a. A POSITA would
understand that the flange could be a pin, post, or peg
located on the first or second component and received
in an aperture in the other component. Ex. 1102
¶122-123.
Alternatively, Radermacher discloses an embodiment
where “guide pins 23, rigidly connected to the
housing of [a second component] 25, are moved along
two guides [on a first component], i.e. the rear
contour analogous limitations 24 for the cutting
depth.”
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This limitation also would have been obvious to a
POSITA. Ex. 1102 ¶122.
Claim 10
The method according
to claim 9
wherein the aperture
forms a groove
providing rotational
movement.

See claim 9.
Radermacher (Ground 2) discloses several
apertures for receiving a second component including
the groove for receiving the post portion of the drill
sleeve. Ex. 1003 at 26, Fig. 13a. This groove would
allow for rotational movement.
Alternatively, Radermacher discloses another
embodiment where the apertures on the template 4
form grooves that allow for rotational movement. Id.,
Fig. 11b.
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This limitation also would have been obvious to a
POSITA. Ex. 1102 ¶124.
Claim 11
The method of claim 1,
further comprising:
[a] engaging the
contact surface of the
surgical tool with the
cartilage surface
associated with the
joint; and
[b] directing movement
of the surgical
instrument in preparing
an implant site using
the at least one guide.

See claim 1.
See claim 1[c].

Schuster I & II disclose preparing an implant site
using “guide slots of a guide aid for guiding, e.g., an
oscillating sawing blade.” Ex. 1046 ¶[0011]; Ex.
1008, 3:50-67; 4:25-49, Fig. 2.
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Claim 12
The method according
to claim 1,
wherein the at least one
guide is one of a guide
aperture, a reaming
aperture, a drill
aperture and a cut
plane.

See claim 1.
Schuster I & II discloses several cut plane guides
(“guiding slots”). See, e.g., Ex. 1046 ¶¶[0010]-[0011]
(“This separation is preferably specified with three
separate cutting planes on the femur of the damaged
knee joint and with up to two cutting planes on the
tibia”); Ex. 1008, 3:46-57, Fig. 2.
Schuster I & II further discloses drill apertures for
preparing holes for receiving pegs on the implant.
Ex. 1046 ¶[0010] (resection surfaces may include
“drilling canals” to receive pin-shaped protrusions on
the implant); Ex. 1008, 4:32-44, 5:12-19, 3:32-39,
3:50-57, 4:42-44, 5:21-27, 5:38-40 (“peg holes 15 of
the associated resection areas”); 6:52-57 (same).
Thus, the holes are a part of the “resection area” along
with the cut planes. Schuster discloses, in Figure 5 a
resected femur and resected tibia, each containing
first and second drill holes.
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A POSITA would have understood that the drilling
canals/peg holes 15 would be made via drill apertures
in the implantation aid that accommodate and direct
the drill. Ex. 1102 ¶¶97-99.
Claim 13
The method according
to claim 1,
wherein the shape of the
at least one guide
includes at least one
guide element for
ensuring the desired
orientation of the
implant.
Claim 14
The method according
to claim 13,
wherein the at least
one guide element is a
groove.

See claim 1.
See claim 1[e][ii]. See Claims 14-16.
Schuster I & II also disclose peg holes and cuts that
would ensure the desired orientation of the implant.
See claim 12. Ex. 1102 ¶100.

See claim 13.
Radermacher (Ground 2) discloses a groove in the
template allowing a cut to be formed along a
particular plane (e.g., 20c). Ex. 1003 at 30, Figs. 13ad.
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Ex. 1102 ¶100, 124.
Claim 15
The method according
to claim 1,
wherein the shape of
the at least one guide
directs the surgical
instrument in making a
bone cut that mates
with a shaped surface
on the implant to
ensure the desired
implant orientation.

See claim 1.
Schuster I & II disclose that the implantation aid
directs an instrument (e.g., oscillating sawing blade)
to make cuts (Fig. 2) and drill holes, which mate with
a corresponding surface on the implant (Fig. 5) to
ensure that the implant is implanted with the desired
orientation. Ex. 1008, 3:46-57, 4:38-50, Figs. 2, 5;
Ex. 1046 ¶[0011], [0013] (“the implantation aids are
used to guide an oscillating saw blade [which] results
in the formation of resection surfaces on the joint
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bones, which match up exactly with the femoral and
tibial components of the endoprosthesis”).

Claim 16
The method according
to claim 1,
wherein the guide has a
keyed shape that
corresponds to a keyed
shape of the implant,
such that changes
induced on the implant
site by the surgical

See claim 1.
See Claim 15. Schuster II’s guides have a keyed
shape that matches the keyed shape of the implant.
Schuster II’s guide defines cuts, which correspond to
the shape of the implant (Fig. 5). Changes induced on
the femur (implant site) ensures that the implant
interlocks with the implant site in the predetermined
implant orientation. Ex. 1102 ¶100.
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instrument ensures that
the implant interlocks
with the implant site in
the predetermined
implant orientation.
Claim 17
The method according
to claim 1,
wherein obtaining the
image data includes
performing crosssectional imaging.
Claim 18
The method according
to claim 1,
wherein obtaining the
image data includes
performing at least one
of an MRI, a CT, an
optical imaging
modality, an x-ray
imaging modality and
an ultrasound.
Claim 19
The method according
to claim 1,
wherein obtaining the
image data includes
performing a spiral CT
scan.

Claim 21
The method according
to claim 1,
wherein determining
shape and/or orientation
of the at least one guide

See claim 1.
Schuster I & II teach using cross-sectional imaging
techniques such as CT and MRI to obtain image data
associated with the knee joint. See Ex. 1008, 2:56-64;
Ex. 1046 ¶[0008]; Ex. 1102 ¶101.
See claim 1.
Schuster I & II disclose using CT and MRI. See Ex.
1008, 2:56-64; Ex. 1046 ¶[0008]; Ex. 1102 ¶101.
The ’263 patent admits that these imaging techniques
were conventional. Ex. 1001, 3:52-4:3.

See claim 1.
Schuster I & II discloses using CT scan. See claim
18. A spiral CT scan is one type of CT scan that
would have been obvious to a POSITA. Ex. 1102
¶101. Moreover, the ’263 patent describes CT
scanning as being within the skill in the art and
“explained fully in the literature.” Ex. 1001, 3:52-4:3.
See claim 1.
Schuster II discloses guiding slots that are at an
angle to each other. See Ex. 1008, Fig. 2.
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includes configuring a
first guide to be at an
angle to a second guide.

Schuster I discloses that the implantation aid for the
femur preferably includes three cutting planes (e.g.,
guide slots) and that the implantation aid for the tibia
preferably includes one or two cutting planes. Ex.
1046 ¶¶[0010]-[0011] (describing “cutting planes”
and “guide slots”). A POSITA would have
understood that these cuts (and therefore the guides)
would be at angles to each other. Ex. 1102 ¶102.
Claim 22
The method according to
claim 1,
wherein providing the
surgical tool includes
providing a stabilizer
that engages the joint.

See claim 1.
Radermacher (Ground 2) discloses that “clamping
devices or screw connections (e.g. 19) can be
provided for intraoperative fixation of the individual
template 4 onto or to the osseous structure 17.” Ex.
1003 at 23. “Also, a fixation (nails, screws, and the
like) 19 on the bone 17 can be optionally performed.”
Id., 25, 35; see also id., 26, Figs. 6a-b.
Fixing cutting guides to the bone using stabilizers
such as nails, screws, pins, pegs, posts, etc. was
common practice. Ex. 1102 ¶125.

Claim 23
The method according
to claim 22,
wherein the stabilizer is
selected from the group

See claim 22.
Radermacher (Ground 2) discloses that nails may
be used as a stabilizer. Ex. 1003 at 25. A POSITA
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consisting of pin, peg,
post, and nub.

Claim 25
The method according
to claim 1,
further comprising using
the surgical tool with at
least one of hip, knee,
ankle, shoulder, elbow,
spine and wrist joint.
Claim 27
The method according
to claim 1,
wherein the guide
includes a metal
covering.
Claim 28
The method according
to claim 1,
wherein the guide
directs the surgical
instrument in making a
bone cut at a
predetermined distance
from a cartilage surface.

would have understood that nails and pins are
interchangeable. Ex. 1102 ¶125. Fixing cutting
guides to the bone using stabilizers such as nails,
screws, pins, pegs, posts, etc. was common practice
and well-known to those of skill in the art. Id.
See claim 1.
Schuster I & II disclose that its implantation aid can
be used with joints, including knees and ankles. See
Ex. 1008, 4:50-57; Ex. 1046 ¶[0014].

See claim 1.
Radermacher (Ground 2) discloses that the template
could be made from metal. Ex. 1003 at 21, 23. A
metal covering would have been obvious to a
POSITA. Ex. 1102 ¶¶126-127; see also Ex. 1091,
6:37-42.
See claim 1.
Schuster I & II disclose that the guiding slots (guide)
direct an oscillating sawing blade (surgical
instrument) in making cuts at a distance from the
surface, the locations of which are predetermined
during the preoperative planning phase. Ex. 1008,
3:46-4:5, 4:32-50, Fig. 2; Ex. 1046 ¶[0011], [0013].
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Claim 31
The method according
to claim 1,
wherein providing the
surgical tool includes
providing at least one
surface adapted to rest
on bone.

See claim 1.
See Claim 1[c],[e].
A POSITA would understand that, in the majority of
cases, at least some of the articular cartilage would be
worn away and subchondral bone exposed. Ex. 1102
¶106. Accordingly, a POSITA would understand that
when the implantation aid is fitted to the damaged
cartilage, at least a portion of it would rest on the
exposed subchondral bone. Id.
Alexander: discloses using MRI to create a threedimensional model of the femoral and tibial bones
(gray):

Ex. 1004, Figs. 18C-I, 61:19-25, 23:31-32, 39:22-24,
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26:20-28, Figs. 10A-C, 12A-B. Alexander discloses
an articular surface that includes cartilage and
exposed subchondral bone (dark circles).

Id., Fig. 22B.
Knowledge of a POSITA: Patient-specific devices
with surfaces adapted to rest on bone were within the
knowledge of a POSITA. Ex. 1102 ¶¶105-113; Ex.
1006, 8:15-41; Ex. 1010, ¶¶[0028], [0035], Fig. 2; see
also 1004, 14:16-15:8, 26:20-28, 39:1-24; Ex. 1006,
9:1-6; Ex. 1007, 6:24-29, 9:1-13, 13:17-25, Fig. 6.
Claim 32
The method according
to claim 31,
wherein the at least one
surface adapted to rest
on bone is a mirror
image of the bone.
Claim 33
The method according
to claim 1,
wherein providing the
surgical tool includes
providing at least one

See claims 1, 31.
See claims 1, 31.

See claim 1.
See claims 31-32.
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surface adapted to rest
on subchondral bone.
Claim 34
The method according
to claim 33,
wherein the at least one
surface adapted to rest
on subchondral bone is
a mirror image of the
subchondral bone.
Claim 36
The method according
to claim 1,
wherein the cartilage
surface includes
diseased cartilage.

See claim 1.
See claims 31-33.

See claim 1.
Schuster I and II disclose using the implantation aid
for total knee arthroplasty. Ex. 1008, 2:38-53, 3:5767 (“the femoral and tibial templates receive a very
exact positioning on the damaged knee joint”)
(emphasis added); Ex. 1046 ¶[0011]. A POSITA
would understand that this procedure is often
performed due to diseased cartilage. Ex. 1102 ¶114.
Alexander relates to “assessing the condition of the
joint…[for]…treatment of diseased cartilage in the
joint.” Ex. 1004 at 1.

Claim 37
The method according
to claim 1,
further comprising using
the image data to obtain
one of a position, a
shape and an orientation
of the implant.

See claim 1.
Schuster II discloses using a tomographic image of
the patient’s joint to “allow a preparation of femoral
and tibial components of an endoprosthesis which
exactly corresponds to the femoral and tibial
components … of the damaged knee joint.” Ex. 1008,
3:25-33, 2:56-64 (describing the tomographic imaging
process), 5:9-6:47. A similar process is used to obtain
the implantation aid which governs the position and
orientation of the implant. Id., 3:46-4:5. Because
Schuster II discloses using the image data to prepare
an implant to fit the joint, and cuts made thereon, it
necessarily discloses using the image data to obtain
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the position, shape, and orientation of the implant.
Ex. 1102 ¶115.
Schuster I contains a virtually identical disclosure.
Ex. 1046 ¶¶[0008]-[0012].
Knowledge of a POSITA: Implants designed for a
patient using electronic image data of the patient’s
joint were well-known in the art. See Ex. 1102 ¶115;
Ex. 1013 at Abstract; Ex. 1038, 7:47-8:3, 8:45-63; Ex.
1039 at Abstract; Ex. 1040, 5:48-6:52; Ex. 1044;
1008, 2:13-18.
The ’263 patent admits that this limitation was wellknown. See Claim 38, below.
Claim 38
The method according
to claim 1,
further comprising
evaluating fit between
the implant and the
implant site using the
image data.

See claim 1.
See claim 37.
Schuster I & II disclose evaluating the fit of an
implant using the tomographic image data. Ex. 1008,
2:3-12; Ex. 1046, ¶[0004]. This information is then
used to create the endoprosthesis. Ex. 1008, 2:12-18;
Ex. 1046, ¶[0004].
The ’263 patent admits this limitation was known in
the prior art. Ex. 1001, 10:35-48 (disclosing software
that is commercially available and/or readily
modified/designed by a skilled programmer that can
be used to evaluate the fit of the implant to the
implant site). See also Ex. 1102 ¶115. Accordingly,
this limitation cannot form the basis of patentability.

Claim 39
The method
according to claim
38,
wherein the image
data is three

See claim 38.
Schuster I & II disclose creating three-dimensional
implantation aids using imaging techniques such as
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dimensional image
data.

CT and MRI. See Ex. 1008, 2:55-64, 3:46-4:5; Ex.
1046, ¶[0008]. MRI and CT were known to provide
three dimensional data. Ex. 1102 ¶115.
Alexander further describes using MRI to create a
three-dimensional reconstruction of the femoral and
tibial bones and cartilage. Ex. 1004 at Fig. 18C-I; 23, 12, 15, 26-27, 61.
The ’263 patent admits that this was known in the art.
See Claim 38.

Claim 44
The method according
to claim 1,
further comprising at
least one of generating
and selecting an implant
based, at least in part, on
said image data.
Claim 45
The method according
to claim 1,
further comprising
deriving a shape of a
joint surface implant
based, at least in part, on
shape of subchondral
bone derived from said
image data.
Claim 46
The method according
to claim 45,
wherein said image data
is three-dimensional
image data.
Claim 47
The method according
to claim 1,
further comprising

See claims 1, 37.
See claims 1, 37.
The ’263 patent admits that this limitation was known
in the art. Ex. 1001, 10:35-11:41.
See claims 1, 37.
See claims 1, 31, 33.

See claims 39 and 45.
See claims 39 and 45.
See also Claim 38.
See claims 1, 37.
See claims 1, 37.
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deriving a shape of a
joint surface implant
based, at least in part,
on shape of cartilage
derived from said image
data.
Claim 48
The method according
to claim 47,
wherein said image data
is three-dimensional
image data.
Claim 49
The method of claim 15,
wherein the bone cut is
flat.

See claim 47.
See claims 39, 46-47.

See claim 15.
Schuster II discloses that the bone is cut flat. Ex.
1008, Fig. 5.

Schuster I discloses knee replacement surgeries are
typically performed such that attachment of the
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implant, and therefore the cut surface of the bone, “is
desired to be at as close to a right angle as possible to
an axis that is determined prior to the operation….”
Ex. 1046 ¶[0002]. A POSITA would understand that
this requires the bone to be cut flat. Ex. 1102 ¶117.
C.

Ground 3: Claim 24 Is Unpatentable Under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) in View
of the References in Ground 1 and Further in View of Katz.
Dependent claim 24 requires providing at least one of a spacer, a shim, a

ratchet, a hinge, a tensiometer and a jack. This limitation cannot render the claim
patentable because the ’263 patent admits that tensiometers were well-known in
the art and not a part of “the invention.” Ex. 1001, 18:44-50 (“tensiometers are
known in the art and are not included herein to avoid obscuring the invention”).
Thus, providing a tensiometer would have been obvious to a POSITA. Ex. 1102
¶130.
The ’263 patent also admits that spacers were “known in the art.” Ex. 1001,
6:39-44. Katz also discloses using spacers to ensure “proper ligament balance.”
Ex. 1094, 23:57-59; 20:57-67, 23:24-27, Figs. 46-49.
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Many other prior art references similarly disclose spacers for balancing
ligaments.

Ex. 1092 at 5 (disclosing a “gap checking” device for balancing

ligaments), 2-4, 15; Ex. 1034 at 5, 18-19, Fig. 7; Ex. 1089, 4:54-63, Figs. 6-7.
A POSITA would have been motivated to combine the teachings of Schuster
I and II and Katz and thus use adjustment mechanism to balance ligaments,
because Katz teaches that using a spacer for that purpose is advantageous. Ex.
1094, 23:24-36; Ex. 1102 ¶137. Katz and Schuster I & II are in the same field
(knee arthroplasty) and describe the same devices (cutting guides).

Thus,

modifying Schuster I and II to provide an adjustment mechanism to balance
ligaments would merely involve using a technique that has been employed to
improve one knee arthroplasty procedure (Katz’s) to improve a similar knee
arthroplasty procedure (Schuster’s) in the same predictable way. Ex. 1102 ¶137.
Additionally, the importance of adjustment mechanisms such as spacers or
tensiometers was well-known and widely published. See, e.g., Ex. 1093, 1:552:15.
A POSITA also would have understood the importance of using these
devices to balance the ligaments in the knee, even when using a patient-specific
block. Ex. 1102 ¶137.
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Claim 24
The method according
to claim 1,
wherein providing the
surgical tool includes
further providing at
least one of a spacer, a
shim, a ratchet, a hinge,
a tensiometer and a
jack.

Exemplary Disclosure in Prior Art
See claim 1.
Katz discloses “spacers [] used in accordance with
well known methods to ensure a properly articulated
knee in flexion and extension and proper ligament
balance.” Ex. 1094, 23:57-59, 20:65-67, 23:24-56.
The ’263 Patent admits that that tensiometers were
well-known in the art and not a part of “the invention”
(Ex. 1001, 18:44-50) and that spacers were “known in
the art” (id., 6:39-44).
Knowledge of a POSITA: Adjustment mechanisms
for ligament balancing, such as spacers and
tensiometers, were well-known in the art. Ex. 1102
¶130-139.; Ex. 1092 at 2-5, 15; Ex. 1034 at 5, 18-19;
Ex. 1093, 1:55-2:15;Ex. 1089, 4:54-63, Figs. 6-7;Ex.
1034 at 5, 19, 20-23, 27, 32-34, Figs. 7, 10a-b.

D.

Ground 4: Claims 20 and 26 Are Unpatentable Under 35 U.S.C. §
103(a) in View of the References in Ground 1 and Further in View of
Dunn.
Dependent claim 20 requires imaging of more than one joint. Dependent

claim 26 requires determining the desired orientation of the implant in relation to
an anatomic landmark, an anatomic axis, or a biomechanical axis associated with
the joint. These additional limitations were disclosed by Schuster I and II, or
would have been obvious to a POSITA in view of Dunn.
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1.

Schuster I & II

Schuster I discloses that, in typical knee arthroplasty systems, the cutting
path “is desired to be at as close to a right angle as possible to” the patient’s
mechanical axis. Ex. 1046 ¶[0002]; Ex. 1102 ¶¶141-143. To align such cuts, a
“marker nail alignment system” was used.

Id. This process was “relatively

complex” and led to complications. Id. To solve this problem, Schuster I discloses
a system in which alignment was done virtually (rather than via marker nail) and
used an implant designed specifically for the patient (rather than off-the-shelf). Id.
Schuster II similarly discloses that, in conventional systems, “vertical
alignment is achieved” for the implant components “in relation to an axis” of the
patient’s joint. Ex. 1008, 1:19-37. The biomechanical axis may be determined by
pre-operative x-rays and an intramedullary pin system. Id. Schuster II refers to,
and incorporates by reference, U.S. Patent No. 4,759,350 (“Dunn,” Ex. 1036), as a
representative system that relies on an intramedullary pin for alignment. Id. Like
Schuster I, Schuster II explains that the surgical process for implanting such
conventional systems “is very time consuming” and often leads to incorrect
mechanics and loosening of the implants. Id., 1:37-56. Schuster II discloses a
system in which all alignment is done virtually and the implant is patient-specific.
A POSITA would have understood that Schuster I & II teach that orientation
relative to the biomechanical axis is critical to the success of the surgery, and that
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the impreciseness of pin alignment systems could be avoided by aligning the cuts,
and therefore the implant, virtually via the tomographic images rather than
manually through, for example, an intramedullary pin system as disclosed in Dunn.
Ex. 1102 ¶¶141-148. Thus, a POSITA would have understood that the cutting
guides in Schuster I & II are oriented relative to a biomechanical axis of the joint.
Id.
2.

Knowledge of a POSITA

By the 1990s, it was commonplace for tools to define cutting and/or drilling
paths with a particular alignment (e.g., perpendicular) to a patient’s biomechanical
or anatomical axes, as such alignment was necessary to ensure proper alignment of
the implant. Ex. 1102 ¶¶144. Medical textbooks indicate that it was “generally
agreed [upon]” to take the mechanical axis into account when performing knee
arthroplasty. Ex. 1037 at 758, 746, 750, 823, 840. Multiple references disclosed
the importance of properly aligning the cuts and implant along the mechanical axis.
Ex. 1033 at 31 (“accurate placement of implant components with respect to the
individual mechanical axis of the leg is essential.”); Ex. 1032, 3:1-52, 8:27-30,
9:37-41, Fig. 1; Ex. 1031, 1:19-62 (“all total knee implantation systems attempt to
align the reconstructed knee joint in the mechanical axis”) (emphasis added),
7:63-67 (emphasis added).

Moreover, POSITAs understood that cutting

perpendicular to the mechanical axis was important because forces are transferred
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along that axis and, if the cut is not perpendicular, the forces tend to push the
implant to the side and cause it to loosen over time. Ex. 1102 ¶144.
3.

Dunn

Dunn discloses a system of instruments and a method of performing total
knee arthroplasty. Dunn discloses that the success of knee arthroplasty “is directly
dependent on the re-establishment to the patient of a normal lower extremity
alignment, proper component design and orientation, secure component fixation,
and adequate soft tissue stability.” Ex. 1036, 6:36-42 (emphasis added). As a
result, Dunn discloses “a system of instruments for use by a surgeon to provide for
a restoration of normal lower extremity alignment of knee prosthesis components
that are aligned relative to the patient’s mechanical axis.” Id., 6:45-49. “The
patient’s mechanical axis is established by drawing a line on an appropriate x-ray
from the patient’s hip to ankle….” Id., 6:49-55, 7:7-29. Thus, Dunn discloses
scanning multiple joints (claim 20) and determining the orientation of the implant
in relation to a biomechanical axis (claim 26).
4.

Motivation to Combine

A POSITA would have been motivated to combine Schuster I & II and
Dunn, and thus determine from image data “the desired orientation of the implant
in relation to at least one of an anatomic landmark, an anatomic axis, and a
biomechanical axis associated with the joint,” because Schuster teaches the
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importance of alignment, and because Schuster refers to (and incorporates by
reference) Dunn.

Dunn further teaches that the success of knee arthroplasty

procedure is “directly dependent” on the re-establishment of lower extremity
alignment, and further discloses that such alignment is achieved by aligning cutting
paths relative to a biomechanical or anatomical axis. Ex. 1036, 6:36-59; Ex. 1102
¶146-147. Moreover, Dunn and the Schuster references are in the same field (knee
arthroplasty), describe the same devices (cutting guides), and provide solutions to
the same problem (aligning implants to improve knee arthroplasty outcomes). In
addition, aligning Schuster’s cutting guides relative to the patient’s biomechanical
or anatomical axis would have been obvious to a POSITA because it would simply
involve using one technique—alignment relative to a mechanical/anatomical
axis—used to improve prior art knee arthroplasty procedures (Dunn) to improve a
similar knee arthroplasty procedure (Schuster) in the same predictable way. Id.
Moreover, a POSITA would have been motivated to align the cuts, and thereby
orient the implant, to the mechanical axis as taught by Dunn because those of
ordinary skill understood that a non-perpendicular cut may lead to displacement of
the implant over time. Id.
Additionally, a POSITA would have understood that each of these
limitations were well-known and conventional. Id. ¶147-148.
The claim chart below further supports Ground 4. Id. ¶148.
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Claim 20
The method according
to claim 1,
wherein obtaining the
image data includes
scanning more than
one joint.

Exemplary Disclosure in Prior Art
See claim 1.
Schuster I & II disclose that knee replacement
surgeries typically take “an axis that is determined
prior to the operation, e.g. via radiographic imaging,
and a marker nail alignment system for the straight
connecting line between the center of the hip, the knee,
and the ankle.” Ex. 1046 ¶[0002]; Ex. 1008, 1:28-37.
A POSITA would understand this to require scanning
more than one joint (e.g., hip, knee, and ankle). Ex.
1102 ¶141-143.
Dunn discloses that an x-ray is taken in preoperative
planning “showing the center of the femoral head, the
knee and as much as the tibia is possible, preferably to
include the ankle.” Ex. 1036, 7:7-29. This was
common knowledge for a POSITA. Ex. 1102 ¶145;
Ex. 1037 at 758, 746, 750, 823, 840; Ex. 1033 at 31;
Ex. 1032, 3:1-3, Fig. 1; 3:1-52, 8:27-30, 9:37-41.

Claim 26
The method
according to claim
1,
further comprising
determining, from
said image data,
the desired
orientation of the
implant in relation
to at least one of
an anatomic
landmark, an
anatomic axis, and
a biomechanical
axis associated
with the joint.

See claim 1.
Schuster I & II disclose that knee replacement
surgeries typically take “an axis that is determined
prior to the operation, e.g. via radiographic imaging,
and a marker nail alignment system for the straight
connecting line between the center of the hip, the knee,
and the ankle.” Ex. 1046 ¶[0002]; Ex. 1008, 1:28-37.
A POSITA would understand this axis to be the
biomechanical axis associated with the knee joint. Ex.
1102 ¶141-143.
Dunn discloses “a system for determining a patient’s
mechanical axis with reference to their anatomical
axis” prior to shaping the femur and tibia to receive a
knee prosthesis to restore alignment. Ex. 1036, 6:3559, 2:25-35, 6:45-8:26, Figs. 1-4.
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This was common knowledge for a POSITA. Ex.
1102 ¶145-147; Ex. 1037 at 758, 746, 750, 823, 840;
Ex. 1033 at 31; Ex. 1032, 3:1-3, Fig. 1; 3:1-52, 8:2730, 9:37-41.
E.

Ground 5: Claims 40-43 Are Unpatentable Under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) in
View of the References in Ground 1 and Further in View of Dunn and
Hofmann.
Dependent claims 40-43 require cutting the tibia at a predetermined slope.

Claim 40 recites cutting at any predetermined slope relative to the mechanical or
anatomic axis. Claim 41 recites that the angle is between 0 degrees and 7 degrees
from the perpendicular. Claim 42 recites that the slope “matches the normal slope
of the tibia,” which the ’263 patent states is between 4 and 7 degrees. Ex. 1001,
4:55-65. Claim 43 recites “resting at least a portion of the tool on the tibia prior to
directing movement of the surgical instrument.” These limitations would have
been obvious in view of Dunn and Hofmann.
1.

Dunn

Dunn discloses various guides and a procedure for “locating the patient’s
mechanical axis and therefrom making perpendicular cuts across the distal femur
and proximal tibia.” Id., 7:36-50. Thus, Dunn discloses cutting the tibia at a
predetermined slope in the sagittal plane relative to that axis (claim 40), and doing
so wherein the slope is between 0 and 7 degrees from the perpendicular (claim 41).
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Dunn also discloses placement of a cutting guide on the tibia (claim 43). Ex. 1031,
14:30-17:2.
2.

Hofmann

To the extent that ConforMIS contends that Dunn does not disclose that the
tibial cut “matches the normal slope of the tibia” as recited in Claim 42, this
feature would have been obvious to a POSITA in view of Hofmann.
Ex. 1102 ¶151. Hofmann discloses that knee replacement surgery may require
cutting the tibia “with a specific posterior slope,” while others require a
perpendicular cut. Ex. 1090 at 63. Hofmann discloses a method in which the tibia
is cut “parallel to the articular surface of the tibia” (i.e. parallel to the normal
slope), and discloses that such a cut may be beneficial. Ex. 1090 at 63, 68.
3.

Motivation to Combine

A POSITA would have been motivated to combine Dunn and Schuster I and
II for the reasons discussed above. Moreover, combining Dunn and Schuster I and
II and cutting the tibia with a posterior slope would have been obvious because, by
the 1990s, the importance of cutting the tibia with a posterior slope was widely
known. Ex. 1102 ¶152-154.
A POSITA would have been motivated to combine Hofmann and Schuster I
and II, and thus cut the tibia to match the normal slope of the tibia, because
Hofmann teaches the benefits of doing so. Ex. 1090 at 68 (“cutting the tibial [sic]
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parallel to the articular surface of the tibia during TKA provides increased load
carrying capacity and stiffness to the bone supporting the tibial prosthesis”).
Hofmann and Schuster I and II are also in the same field (knee arthroplasty). Thus,
modifying Schuster I and II to make a tibial cut that matches the normal slope of
the tibia would merely involve using a technique that has been employed to
improve one knee arthroplasty procedure (Hofmann’s) to improve a similar knee
arthroplasty procedure (Schuster’s) in the same predictable way. Ex. 1102 ¶153.
Ex. 1090 at 68 (“Designing total knee systems that allow for cutting the tibia in
this manner may decrease the incidence of tibial component subsidence”).
Additionally, a POSITA would have understood that each of these
limitations were well-known and conventional. Ex. 1102 ¶154.
The claim chart below further supports Ground 5.
Claim 40
The method according
to claim 11, further
comprising
[a] determining one of
a mechanical axis and
an anatomical axis
associated with a tibia
from the image data,

Exemplary Disclosure in Prior Art
See claim 11.
See claims 20, 26.
Dunn discloses determining a mechanical axis from
the image data. E.g., Ex. 1036, 6:49-52.
This was common knowledge for a POSITA. Ex.
1102 ¶150.
Hofmann inherently discloses determining the
mechanical axis because it discusses planning a cut
having a particular slope (perpendicular) relative to the
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[b] wherein directing
movement of the
surgical instrument
includes cutting the
tibia at a
predetermined slope in
the sagittal plane
relative to the one of
the mechanical axis
and the anatomical
axis.

mechanical axis. Ex. 1090 at 63.
Schuster I & II disclose that knee replacement
surgeries are typically performed such that attachment
of the implant, and therefore the cut surface of the
bone, “is desired to be at as close to a right angle as
possible to an axis that is determined prior to the
operation ….” Ex. 1046 ¶[0002]; Ex. 1008, Fig. 4-5.
A POSITA would understand that this requires the
bone to be cut based on a predetermined slope (e.g.,
perpindicular) relative to the mechanical axis. Ex.
1102 ¶¶141-143.
Dunn discloses “locating the patient’s mechanical axis
and therefrom making perpendicular cuts across the
distal femur and proximal tibia.” Ex. 1036, 7:36-50.
This was common knowledge for a POSITA. Ex.
1102 ¶145, 147.
Hofmann discloses that, in various systems, the tibial
cut may have a “specific posterior slope” relative to
the axis, be perpendicular to the axis, or parallel to the
tibial plateau. Ex. 1090 at 63.

Claim 41
The method according
to claim 40,
wherein said slope is
between 0 and
7 degrees from the
perpendicular of the one
of the mechanical axis
and the anatomical axis.

See claim 40.
Dunn discloses a slope of 10 degrees from the
perpendicular to accommodate a particular tibial
component. Ex. 1036, 14:11-20. A POSITA would
understand this could be altered to 0-7 degrees to
accommodate a different tibial prosthesis. Ex. 1102
¶155; Ex. 1031, 5:54-57.
This was common knowledge for a POSITA. Ex.
1102 ¶150-155.
Hofmann discloses that the cut may be perpendicular
(i.e., slope of zero) or parallel to the normal slope of
the tibia (i.e., between 4 and 7 degrees). Ex. 1090 at
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63.
Claim 42
The method according
to claim 40,
wherein the slope
matches the normal
slope of the tibia.

See claim 40.
Hofmann discloses matching the slope of the tibial cut
to the normal slope of the articular surface of the tibia.
Ex. 1090 at 63, 68.
This was common knowledge for a POSITA. Ex.
1102 ¶¶150-155.

Claim 43
The method according
to claim 40,
further comprising
resting at least a
portion of the tool on
the tibia prior to
directing movement of
the surgical
instrument.

See claim 40.
Schuster I & II disclose that a portion of the
implantation aid rests on the tibia. See, e.g., Ex. 1008,
3:22-25, 3:67-4:5, 4:35-42, Fig 2.

Ex. 1046 ¶[0010], [0013].
Dunn discloses a tibial cutting guide, a portion of
which rests on the tibia. Ex. 1036, 14:30-17:2, Figs.
14-15.
This was common knowledge for a POSITA. Ex.
1102 ¶¶150-155.
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VIII. SECONDARY CONSIDERATIONS OF NONOBVIOUSNESS
Secondary considerations should be considered but do not control the
obviousness conclusion. Newell Cos. v. Kenney Mfg. Co., 864 F.2d 757, 768 (Fed.
Cir. 1988). Where a strong prima facie obviousness showing exists, even relevant
secondary considerations supported by substantial evidence may not dislodge the
primary conclusion of obviousness. See, e.g., Leapfrog Enters. v. Fisher-Price,
Inc., 485 F.3d 1157, 1162 (Fed. Cir. 2007).
Petitioner is unaware of any secondary considerations. To the extent any
evidence of secondary considerations is alleged by ConforMIS, such evidence
cannot outweigh the strong prima facie case of obviousness and Petitioner will
respond to such evidence in due course.
IX. CONCLUSION
For the reasons set forth above, Smith & Nephew has established a
reasonable likelihood of prevailing in showing that claims 1-3, 6-28, 31-34, and
36-49 of the ’263 Patent are unpatentable, and therefore requests that the Board
order an Inter Partes Review Trial and cancel those claims.
Smith & Nephew authorizes the Patent and Trademark Office to charge any
required fees to Deposit Account No. 11-1410, including the fee as set forth in 37
C.F.R. § 42.15(a) and any excess claim fees.
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